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Conclusion:
As we have demonstrated through the analysis the use of SuperTech® evidently creates
(in our case the 58%) of opacity reduction.
This means that the fuel that used to be thrown our now manages to burn therefore is
used giving as conseguence a reduction of fuel consumptions.
Advantages obtained thank to the use of SuperTech®:
-

Reduction of gas emissions – as demonstrated through the analysis.
Reduction of fuel consumptions – in order to visualise the reduction of fuel
consumption measiuring the quantity of fuel per km run will not be sufficient. One is
never able to run a same road in the same conditions. Variables such as: wind,
atmospheric conditions, traffic, transported load, pneu pressure, driver’s driving may
creat fluctuations in consumption up to 30%.

The only reliable way to calculate the reduction of fuel consumption is through the
measurement of the gas emissions of the saem vehicle.
(directiv CEE 93/116)
-

Riduction of the cost of servicing – with the use of SuperTech® we create a better
combustion therefore inside the combustion chamber we will never have the same
quantity of wastes that were usually created.

The reduction of the opacity after the installation of SuperTech® is evident.
SuperTech® longers the time between one servicing and the following one
It longers engine’s life - a better combustion= better working conditions of the same
vehicle = better engine working conditions = longer life to the engine.
Better functionning of the engine – better combustion= more power to the negine = more
flexibility.
Through the formula indicated inside the Directive 93/116 it results that avery 10% of gas
emission reduction we will have 1,6% of fuel consumption reduction.
In our case we have reached a reduction of gas emissions of 58%
Besides the results obtained from fuel consumptions we also reduce servicing and as
conseguence and as conseguence this creates economic advantages

Wojciech Dobraszkiewiez
Manager of Technical sector.

Tomasz Jablonski
Garage Responsible

PORPOSE OF THE ANALYSIS
The propose of the analysis was to demonstrate that the device, commercially
denominated SuperTech , reduces fuel consumptions and furthermore reduces gas
emission coming from vehicles.

Desciption of the device

SuperTech®

The immersion device for the reduction of polluting emissions and for the energetic saving
on vehicles using hydrocarbon combustion Patent N° RM98A000501” PTC/IT 99 100 237.
Usually vehicles using hydrocarbon combustion are those vehicles having fuel or diesel
engine.
In general we know that these kinds of groups of propulsions are not able to transform in
work/energy all the energy of the mass (C2 O) as consequence a part of these latter
remain “unburnt” .
This depends on the fact that the combustion, in order to be optimal it must maintain an
idela report ( stechiometric report) between fuel and oxygene .
This optimal and ideal report has life when the molecules H and C charactrize with a
molecular interaction ( law of van der Waals); this agregation doesn’t correspond to the
optimal passage of the oxygene therefore at high engine revolutions a part of the fuel
comes out unburnt.
SuperTech® is alble to optimize combustion and recover that part of unburnt fuel which ,
now thanks to the use of SuperTech® manages to be burnt.

How does “SuperTech®” work?
SuperTech® is a metallic immersione device having the shape of a cylinder inside which
we find different componds as magnets, diodo, ceramic elements which help the natural
catalysing effect .
The device is installed directly inside the fuel tank of the vehicle and doesn’t forecast any
electric, meccanic , nor hydraulic connection.
The device emitts electromagnetic waves in far infrared which are able to modify the
structure of the fuel molecules and as conseguence this creats possibilities for a better
interaction between fuel and oxygene.
SuperTech® transforms that part of unburnt fuel into “Burnt” and as consequence it
increases the efficacy of the engine (infact the whole engine circuit remains clearner).
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Average value of the opacity K for the first series of measurements (before the installation)
Supertech risult 0.45.
Average value of the opacity for the second series of measurements for the vehicles with
SuperTech® installed result 0.22 and for the vehicles without SuperTech® result 0.42.
The difference between the two series of measurements for the vehicles with SuperTech®
result –0.23.
The difference between the two series of measurements for the vehicles without
SuperTech® result +0.03.
The effective average reduction of gas emissions after a mileage of about 17000km. The
result was of 0.26.

